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Bodies of the Earth exhibition is curated by AfroShoot in partnership with the 

Centre of African Studies (CAS), Cambridge University.

“Bodies of the Earth” is the representation of a photographic journey in diverse 

parts of the African continent, dialoguing the different types of landscapes and 

settlements. The connection between nature & humans has a sacred significance at 

the heart of the continent which asks to be celebrated.

 

Photographers featured in this exhibition are discovering the linkage between 

humans and their environment, found through peoples body language facing the 

creation of nature, their activities with the earth, but also the absence of humans 

letting nature shape itself.

About the CAS - https://www.african.cam.ac.uk/ 

The University of Cambridge has long been one of the world’s leading centres 

for study of Africa. Vibrant teaching and research programmes focused on Africa 

exist across the University, including those in the natural and biomedical sciences, 

archaeology, social sciences and humanities. Cambridge has a reputation for high 

quality research relevant to the continent, for the stimulation of debate and for 

active engagement with Africa-based scholars. 

Bodies of 
the Earth



AfroShoot is a platform with the mission to foster 

the conversations between Africa & its diaspora to 

reach out to the world and share unseen narratives to 

the mainstream while supporting photographers and 

nurturing a new synergy. 

AfroShoot organises exhibitions, seminars, talks and we 

are also developing trainings abroad for photographers 

who wish to bring a new perspective into their work.

http://afroshoot.com/network/

Afroshoot



Prints
Ussi’n Yala

Untitled 1, Shadows of Water 

Colour print; C-Type; 420×280mm   £432

Portrait of Mayonami 

Black & White print; C-Type; 720×506mm  £636 

Portrait of Libreville 

Black & White print; C-Type; 498×700mm  £636

Untitled 2, Shadows of Water 

Black & White print; C-Type; 420×280mm  £426

Untitled 3, Shadows of Water 

Black & White print; C-Type; 420×255mm  £426

Untitled 4, Shadows of Water 

Black & White print; mounted on foamex 5mm; 

C-Type; 420×280mm     £468

Untitled 5, Shadows of Water 

Black & White print; C-Type; 420×294mm  £444

Rachid Tagoulla 

Untitled 1, Sahara desert 

Colour print;  C-Type; 278×420mm   £180

Untitled 2, Sahara desert 

Colour print;  C-Type; 279×420mm   £210

Untitled 3, Sahara desert 

Colour print;  C-Type; 279×420mm   £180

Untitled 4, Sahara desert 

Colour print;  C-Type; 280×420mm   £180

Untitled 5, Sahara desert 

Colour print;  C-Type; 280×420mm   £180

Untitled 6, Sahara desert 

Colour print;  C-Type; 278×420mm   £180

Any queries related to the purchase of prints should be sent to 

lisa.aissaoui@afroshoot.com

We are able to print in different, sizes, formats & to frame the prints. 

Different prices may apply. 

Thank you



USSI’N YALLA
Ussi’n Yala has been a photographer since the age of 21. First through online portals sharing portraits 

of the Gabonese community. Ussi’n wanted to allow people to see themselves. Then working for a 

Gabonese magazine Ussi’n further built his body of work in portrait, event and street photography. 

The young photographer’s work “Pink Albinos” has been exhibited at the African Art Fair in Paris 

and at the Digital Gallery of Contemporary African Art, Moadiga. 

As a street photographer, Ussi’n walks the streets of Libreville. What he loves above all is street 

portraiture. In the photo series « Shadows of water », Ussi’n makes the link between people and the 

water. This immense key in our universe, spreading all over the surface of our planet, so close to us, 

and yet hiding countless mysteries.

Ussi’n now resides in Paris, France.

https://www.ussinyala.com



Left: Untitled 1, Shadows of Water

Top Right: Portrait of Mayonami

Bottom Right: Portrait of Libreville





Top Left: Untitled 2, Shadows of Water

Bottom Left: Untitled 3, Shadows of Water

Top Right: Untitled 4, Shadows of Water

Bottom Right: Untitled 5, Shadows of Water



RACHID 
TAGOULLA

Rachid Tagoulla is a professional photographer from Agadir, Morocco. Part of the Photography 

Club in Agadir he has participated in the curation and organisation of many exhibitions. Acting 

as an educator and mentor he has facilitated many photography workshops. 

His work has been exhibited in Morocco, France and Germany. Furthermore, the young 

multitalented photographer has received awards by many organizations across the globe from 

Morocco, in the UK and and all the way to Kuwait.

In “Bodies of Nature” Rachid depicts the immensity of the Sahara desert, one of the most 

prominent entities of nature in Africa – most especially North Africa. The Sahara is the home of 

some groups among Amazigh people, some are travelling the land in caravans, others are working 

with the land around the oasis. 

http://tagoullaphotography.com/  



Left: Untitled 1, Sahara

Top Right: Untitled 2, Sahara

Bottom Right: Untitled 3, Sahara



Top: Untitled 4, Sahara

Middle: Untitled 5, Sahara

Bottom: Untitled 6, Sahara
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